


history
After years of travel and adventure , and after seing the lack of
existing in the market of a good roof top tent that could offer the
ideal resistance to travel in off road vehicles, in difficult terrain and
extreme temperatures, so there was the need to create something
that previously did not exist, a streamlined and aesthetically
appealing roof tent that was prepared for the worst conditions
possible.

A Franco - Portuguese partnership has conceived , designed,
projected and developed a tent capable of withstanding the most
extreme temperatures and all the harsh conditions that a off road
practitioner meets at the road. Made with the best materials and
high quality finishes , thus was born the first tent James Baroud.



philosophy
 

 Innovation , comfort, durability . These are the main guidelines of our brand. Initially developed for offroad , at this time any
user can be part of our brand - with only one requirement in common : PASSION FOR OUTDOORS . 

   

   ---GO EVERYWHERE ---

   Our tents are a night on the mountain, a waking up in the beach, a summer afternoon, a perfect shelter in a frozen landscape, 
the instant "hotel room" in a desert oasis, your perfect summer shadow or the sweet breeze of spring. 
 
 A James Baroud is the mandatory company on an adventure to discover . 



brand spirit and 
values
  In addition to the development and improvement of its products, James Baroud focuses its policy primarily on innovation and 
improvement in the comfort of its customers. 

Innovation , Comfort, Durability. These are the main guidelines of our brand. We focus on doing to reach our customers an 
excellent product , tested in the most extreme conditions. 

" 20 years of travel , made me discover some of the most beautiful landscapes of our planet. ( ... ) I was able to use
several tents of other brands, who showed good results under normal conditions , but none of them could face a

stressing use. ( ... ) After this reflection , it was necessary to create a tent specially designed for off road conditions,
and so James Baroud was born. "

Tony Partenio, Co-founder James Baroud



the james baroud 
customer 
   The off road user has been our target since James
Baroud was created, but at this point and trying to
capture a new audience, younger, any outdoor lover is
our target public. To give them, therefore, the
oportunity to know our product is one of our
priorities, and what better way to captivate but
through the inspiration and creation of a concept
"must have" for a public that is well informed of all
the innovation products of the market. 

   This new era of James Baroud has to represent this
change, all sectors can identify with our products. Not
only campers, not only practitioners of off road, but
all those who practice open-air activities or sports:
Explorers / Travellers / Camping / Surf / Bodyboard /
Windsurf / Kitesurf / Mountain biking / Ski /
Snowboard / Hunting / Fishing / Outdoor lifestyle
photographers etc ...


